
  

ACCESS CONTROL

How can I do 
access control of 
my regions with 

OPENSIM
Access control 

is normaly 
done by land 
owner via the 
land window. 

See next slide  
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Right clic on your land 
and select menue about 

land will bring this 
window. 

Restricting access to 
your region is alway 

rather special. Generaly 
by default public access 

is granted.
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Banning someone is 

generaly hard on feeling 
so use this with caution

I know, I have my reasons  
to control access to my 

land

You can work with a ban list. That is 
a black list. It is granting access to 

public but deny access to  people  in 
the list. 

Select the add button of the 
banned list to add residents. A 

choose Resident window will show 
up. You can search by name, 

check your calling card inventory or 
check near you avatar to select the 

banned person.
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Working with a white list mean that 
you restrict the access to all avatar 

except the people you selected 

Select the add button of the allowed 
list to add residents. A choose 

Resident window will show up as 
previously. You can search by 
name, check your calling card 

inventory or find  near you avatar to 
select the banned person.
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On kind of white list acccess is a 

group. Tick on the allow group acess 
will limit access to your land to the 

selected groud. 

It says that the access 
group is selected in the 

general tab. 
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Yes but before 
selecting it you 

need to create it in 
your group tab. 

On this window I 
can type in the 
name and  the 

group subject as 
well as other 

feature of that 
group 
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In SL and like grid 
you will be charge 

100L$.  In 
openSim type grid  

there will be no 
cost to do this. 
Also it does not 

required 
membeship 
minmum.

From the group 
control window you 
can invite people. 

So that ppl listed in 
the group will have 

land access,
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You can create 
rôle in group and 
have open close 
invitation as you 

wish. I see that a role is 
available to 
manage the 

parcel access list.

And a group can 
control as many 

region as you wish. 
So its very handy 

land access control 
tool.

You can create 
rôle in group and 
have open close 
invitation as you 

wish.
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Once the group is 
created you can 

set  it as the 
controling group for 

that land

And then all 
group member 
have access to 

my land

Yes except the one 
listed in the land 

ban list. 

List dominate the 
group enrolment. 
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Clic on invite user 
Clic on choose and 

select user.

How do I add 
user to my group
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Sure here is the 
LSL function

Can I control the 
access via 

scripts.

There is also 
OpenSim OSL 

script
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Since you are a 
simulator service 
provider you can 

also configure 
HG avatar 

access separtely.

Ya I have seen configuration discussion about 
HG2.0 implementation. Mainly the last portion 

that speak about HG USER ACCESS. 

HG2.0 ACCESS CONTROL

http://www.metaverseink.com/blog/hypergrid/how-hg-2-0-is-coming-along/
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So that is it ?

Not quite, 
depends how 
effective your 
access control 

requirement is ??



  

What do you 
mean!!!?

Well with OSL script  its 
possible to control  avatars via 

IP. 

GDRP might be questionning 
this practice as its possilbe to 

trace back the location of 
someone with their IP

OK but why? Is it not some 
sort of breach of 
confidentiality?

That its possible to collect IP 
list for access control 

purposes using available OSL 
function

But is it not what happen with 
my cell phone anyway??
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So what do we do if I 
agree to use IP collection 
to protect my accesses.

Then we can create your own list of 
avatar.. 

Is this effective as 
access control

As effective as an Avatar name and IP 
can be. Its easy to create a new one.  

I know that SeconLife 
use IP can I do same

 And a  spammer know how to change 
his IP.  Use a white list if you want a tight 

access control.. 
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I like exemples

You will find in with this tutorial  an 
exemple of an object that  you can 

experiment with for land access control. 
 

Will it present a Name and IP 
access list

The object you find with this tutorial will do that for you. It uses 
some OSL function and will tell you which are missing in your land. 
Contact your estate manager to get the one missing. For exemple 
You need to activate the proper OSL function as explain in;
http://opensimulator.org/wiki/OSSL_Enabling_Functions. 
     ;Allow_osGetAgentIP = PARCEL_OWNER
I am also using a neet trick to record the proper information with 
notecard so you dont need an externa server. But  you will need to 
add the following notecard functions 
     ;Allow_osMakeNotecard = PARCEL_OWNER
Note to DIVA distro server have these function already activated. 
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And how does it work

It records the IP address and name of the avatar you want access to be 
controled. It provide either land control white or ban list so that you can 
tailor the access of your sim. A config notecard is provided. The object will 
eject the avatar from your land just as the land control does. 

An instruction card is provided with the object for detail instructions. 
Basically it detect the arrival of Avatars ŵith llGetAgentList and validate if 
they are part of the avatar list. Then depending on the configuration card 
settings of white or black list it will eject the detected avatar appropriatly. 

PLEASE note that Any script that interacts with a user in a fashion that is 
contrary to what the user expects is potentially griefing. So as a word of 
wisdom  as to be respectfull of others in using this object.   
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Can it provide other 

filtering

For experimentation purpose  I have configure it to automatically add 
avatar to the list on the following. Please note banning is only possible on 
your land. These filter are for black list and  will not be effective with white 
list. For more detail see the banning tool instructions and configuation 
cards.
-- Avatar age.
-- limit of prims rez per avatar on your land
– Avatar is a Hypergrid traveler
-- Avatar script count.
-- Avatar script memory.
--Avatar prim equivalent.
– Avatar server load.

Auto Banning can be done, Grieffing is very 
close when talking about autobanning. 

I mean your object?

Group can give you a lot of flexibility.

Clearly.
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Now the fine prints....

This object is built for testing  purpose ONLY.This object is built for testing  purpose ONLY. 
Metaverse is like 3d internet. Its openess is at 
its heart and freedom of access one of its main 
quality.

● Please consider this object for experimentation 
purpose ONLY. 
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● Access control is generally depraving honest avatar from access while 
behing of verly little effectiveness with spammer. 

● Two type of access control is proposed ban or white list. 
● Ban list prevent access while white list allow access to the listed avatar.
● White list also offer the use of group to control access. 
● Ban or white list are manage with  the about land window. 
● Group can be create and manager through the group window. 
● IP access control is possible in Opensim with the use of OSL script. 
● The object provided in gimisa5 sim version of this tutorial show how to 

use name/IP combination for access control as while or black list as 
well as provides a mean to auto ban on certain criterias. 

Hope it help .  Gimisa@yahoo.fr


